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We find unconventional Mott insulators in a quasi-2D version of the Shastry-Sutherland model
in a magnetic field. In our realization on a 4-leg tube geometry, these are stabilized by correlated
hopping of localized magnetic excitations. Using perturbative continuous unitary transformations
(pCUTs, plus classical approximation or exact diagonalization) and the density matrix renormal-
isation group method (DMRG), we identify prominent magnetization plateaus at magnetizations
M = 1/8, M = 3/16, M = 1/4, and M = 1/2. While the plateau at M = 1/4 can be understood in
a semi-classical fashion in terms of diagonal stripes, the plateau at M = 1/8 displays highly entan-
gled wheels in the transverse direction of the tube. Finally, the M = 3/16 plateau is most likely to
be viewed as a classical 1/8 structure on which additional triplets are fully delocalized around the
tube. The classical approximation of the effective model fails to describe all these plateau structures
which benefit from correlated hopping. We relate our findings to the full 2D system, which is the
underlying model for the frustrated quantum magnet SrCu(BO3)2.
PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.40.Mg, 75.30.Kz
I. INTRODUCTION
A particularly interesting realization of highly frus-
trated quantum magnetism1 is found in the corre-
lated material SrCu(BO3)2.
2–11 The underlying model
is widely believed to be the S = 1/2 Heisenberg anti-
ferromagnet (HAFM) on the 2D Shastry-Sutherland lat-
tice and experiments in ultrastrong magnetic fields un-
veil a multitude of intriguing behavior archetypical for
frustrated quantum magnetism. Despite a huge body of
literature,2–23 still various aspects refrain from a clear
theoretical understanding, in particular the structures
and sequence of Mott insulators realized as magnetiza-
tion plateaus in the low part of the magnetization curve,
so that the system stays in the focus of present day re-
search.
The Shastry-Sutherland model24 can be seen as a set
of mutually orthogonal dimers which are coupled by an
interdimer coupling J ′. Its beauty arises from the exact
solution in terms of a product state of singlets at zero
magnetic field and small enough values of J ′, and the fact
that the magnetization process can be viewed as a subse-
quent population of the dimers by triplets. Even though
these aspects give important insights into the magneti-
zation process, the interdimer coupling in the material
is so strong that a treatment by analytical methods as
well as by numerical approaches has remained a chal-
lenge. Here, we combine pCUTs25,26 and DMRG27 to
treat the system in an approximation of the 2D struc-
ture. While the DMRG works best in 1D, the uncover-
ing of a spin liquid phase in the HAFM on a 2D kagome
lattice28 shows that this method can lead to insightful
results also in higher dimensions, see also Ref. 29. In
contrast to this study, here we do not restrict ourselves
to the ground state at zero magnetic field but address the
aforementioned behaviour at finite magnetizations. This
further degree of freedom makes a systematic study of
the full 2D system even more difficult. In consequence,
we choose to study a quasi-2D version of the Shastry-
Sutherland model on a tube geometry which has a finite
width of four dimers and is periodically coupled in the
transverse direction, and which we refer to as a four-leg
tube. Note that in the present paper we go one step fur-
ther than in previous work11 and do not only focus on
the magnetization curve itself, but also treat the mag-
netization structures on the plateaus in high detail and
accuracy. We believe that this can lead to insights for
the full 2D case. In particular, we identify a mechanism
which leads to delocalized structures on magnetisation
plateaus, and which stabilises highly entangled states in
these Mott insulators similar to the recently discovered
crystals of bound states30 in the 2D Shastry-Sutherland
model23. The scope of this paper is to discuss this mech-
anism in detail and propose possible scenarios for the full
2D system.
II. MODEL
In Fig. 1 we show the geometry of the lattice under
consideration, which we refer to as a four-leg Shastry-
Sutherland tube. On this geometry, we study the spin-
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with the bonds  i, j  building an array of orthogonal
dimers and the bonds < i, j > representing inter-dimer
couplings. The four-leg Shastry-Sutherland tube has a
four-dimer unit cell which is shown in Fig. 1.
Here we are not interested in the full phase diagram of
Eq. (1). We restrict ourselves to parameter ratios J ′/J

























FIG. 1. Illustration of the four-leg Shastry-Sutherland tube.
Solid red bonds denote inter-dimer couplings J and dashed
blue lines refers to the intra-dimer coupling J ′. The tube is
periodically coupled in the vertical direction as indicated by
the blue dashed lines at the upper end. The unit cell is shown
as thin black box covering four dimers.
exact product state of singlets for h = 0, since this is ex-
pected to be the relevant coupling regime for SrCu(BO3)2
in two dimensions.11 Indeed, the singlet product state of
dimers is, as for the two-dimensional case, an exact eigen-
state of the system being the ground state up to J ′/J ≈
0.7 which can be estimated by extrapolating the one-
triplon gap with pCUTs (not shown). The latter value
is very close to the one of the two-dimensional Shastry-
Sutherland model22,35 suggesting that the four-leg tube
shares many similarities with its two-dimensional coun-
terpart.
III. METHODS
In this section, we discuss the pCUTs aiming at the
derivation of an effective low-energy model which is
treated either by the classical approximation (CA) or by
exact diagonalization (ED), and briefly mention details
of our DMRG approach.
A. pCUT(+CA/ED)
The pCUT method25,26 has been used successfully for
the two-dimensional Shastry-Sutherland model19 as well
as for the two-leg Shastry-Sutherland tube30. Essentially,
the pCUT transforms Eq. 1 into an effective model con-
serving the number of triplons. Triplons with total spin
one are the elementary excitations of coupled-dimer sys-
tems and can be viewed as triplets dressed with a po-
larization cloud31. In a finite magnetic field, the rele-
vant processes have maximum values of total Sz. Other
channels are only important if bound states of triplons
with different quantum numbers become relevant at low
energies30. The general form of the effective low-energy












b†i+δ2bi+δ1bi . . . ,
(2)
where the sums run over the sites i of the effective square
lattice build by dimers of the Shastry-Sutherland model
and o ∈ {v,h} gives the orientation vertical or horizontal
of dimer i. The dots ”. . .” represent terms containing
more than four operators which we do not consider here.
The hardcore boson operator b†i (bi ) corresponds to the
creation (annihilation) of a triplet |t1〉 on dimer i. The
amplitudes toδ and V
o
δ1,δ2,δ3
are obtained as high-order se-
ries expansions in J ′/J in the thermodynamic limit. We
have calculated order 15 for one-body terms tδ and order
14 for two-body terms V δ2,δ3δ1 . In this work we use bare
series which are fully converged for J ′/J = 0.3.
In the following we focus on certain aspects of the ef-
fective model which are specific to the four-leg Shastry-
Sutherland tube and which are different when compared
to the two-dimensional case. For more general properties
we refer to the literature19,30
Let us start by discussing the amplitudes tδ of the one-
particle operators which are also given in the Appendix
VIII. As for the two-dimensional case19, one finds only
two types of terms: a chemical potential ∝ b†i bi and a
one-particle hopping over the diagonal of the effective
dimer square lattice. The chemical potential for the four-
leg Shastry-Sutherland tube is slightly different on hori-
zontal and vertical dimers. In fact, the value is lower on
vertical dimers. As a consequence, typical magnetization
structures found by pCUT have particles dominantly on
vertical dimers. But the energy difference in the chem-
ical potentials between horizontal and vertical dimers is
very small, e.g. 10−9J for J ′/J = 0.3, since it arises per-
turbatively only due to a different amplitude in order 10.
This energy scale is therefore difficult to resolve by the
DMRG.
Two-particle operators with amplitudes V oδ1,δ2,δ3 are
dominated by repulsive density-density interactions and
correlated hopping terms, i.e. processes where a particle
is only allowed to hop if another particle is present (see
also Appendix VIII). Correlated hopping terms arise in
order 2 perturbation theory and represent the dominant
kinetic processes in the effective Hamiltonian. In contrast
to the two-dimensional case, the amplitudes V oδ1,δ2,δ3 dif-
fer for operators which are related to each other by a 90◦
rotation due to the finite extension of the four-leg tube
in the transverse direction, as was already seen for the
one-particle operators. But we stress that these differ-
ences are typically tiny, since they originate from virtual
fluctuations which wind around the tube and therefore
only show up in high orders of the perturbation. As a
consequence, we use in figures and when appropriate the
notation µ ≡ tv(0,0) ≈ th(0,0) for the chemical potential on
all dimers and, in the same spirit, Vn for the repulsive
density-density interactions which have been introduced
in Ref. 19 for the 2D Shastry-Sutherland model (see also
3Appendix VIII).
Altogether, the effective model of the four-leg Shastry-
Sutherland tube is very similar to the one for the two-
dimensional case19. However, this does not imply that
the solution of the effective model is the same in both
cases. Especially at low magnetizations, unit cells of
magnetization plateaus become large and the finite ex-
tension of the tube can matter.
The derivation of the effective model by pCUTs is only
the first step, since the solution of Eq. (2) is by far not
simple. Here we apply two strategies to tackle the ef-
fective model: i) a CA along the lines of Ref. 19 and
ii) ED. In the following we call these two approaches
pCUT(+CA) and pCUT(+ED).
i) For the CA one applies a Matsubara-Matsuda
transformation32 to rewrite Eq. (2) in terms of effective
pseudo-spins 1/2. Then, spin 1/2 operators are replaced
by classical vectors yielding a classical energy which is
minimized for a set of unit cells. We considered unit cells
up to 8×4 dimers. Physically, this approach works fine as
long as quantum fluctuations are not too strong, i.e. it is
exact in the limit where diagonal density-density interac-
tions dominate over kinetic processes. This is indeed the
case if one only considers one-particle hopping processes.
In contrast, large correlated hopping processes are not
treated well by the CA which leads to a breakdown of
this approach as shown below.
ii) We have used ED to diagonalize the effective model
(2) on finite clusters. This is done with the Lanczos
algorithm33 allowing us to treat systems with up to 32
dimers and with up to M = 1/3 using either open or
periodic boundary conditions. Let us stress that the ED
of the effective model has less finite-size effects compared
to an ED (or DMRG) of the original model on the same
cluster, since the effective model has been derived in the
thermodynamic limit.
B. pCUTfinite(+ED)
Alternatively, one can also i) derive the effective
low-energy model by pCUTs directly on finite clusters
and then ii) solve this cluster-dependent effective model
by ED. In the following we denote this approach by
pCUTfinite(+ED). This allows a straightforward compar-
ison with DMRG results obtained on the same cluster.
In contrast to Eq. (2), the amplitudes of the effective
model do depend directly on the absolute location of par-












b†i+δ2bi+δ1bi . . . ,
(3)
whereHLeff refers to the effective model on a cluster of size
L× 4. The dependence of the amplitudes toi,δ, V oi,δ1,δ2,δ3 ,
etc. on the variable i corresponds to the present finite-size
effects. In this work we have calculated all amplitudes of
the effective model including all multi-particle processes
up to order 10 in J ′/J and up to L = 8 (L = 6) for
M = 1/8 (M = 1/4). As for pCUT(+ED), we use bare
series which are fully converged for J ′/J = 0.3.
There can be important differences between
pCUTfinite(+ED) and pCUT(+ED) which we would like
to discuss shortly for the chemical potential ∝ b†i bi . In
contrast to pCUT(+ED) discussed above, the chemical
potential varies for different dimers on the cluster. In
order two, the chemical potential J − (J ′/J)2 is still the
same on all horizontal and vertical dimers except for
the vertical dimers located at the edge of the cluster.
Here one finds J − 1/2(J ′/J)2. The different order-two
amplitude originates from the fact that a triplet located
on a vertical dimer on the left (right) edge of the cluster
cannot perform a virtual fluctuation to the left (right)
in contrast to dimers in the inside as well as horizontal
dimers on the edge which still can fluctuate up and
down. This difference in the chemical potential is large
compared to the one between vertical and horizontal
dimers in the effective model in the thermodynamic
limit arising from the tube geometry. As a consequence,
the magnetization profiles as well as the ground-state
energy obtained by pCUT(+ED) and the ones obtained
by pCUTfinite(+ED) and DMRG might differ.
C. DMRG
In most cases we treat systems with up to 64 dimers
using open boundary conditions in the longitudinal di-
rection, and in particular cases we go up to 144 dimers.
Typically, we use 35 sweeps keeping up to m = 1500
density matrix eigenstates, leading to a discarded weight
of the order of 10−8 or better; in some cases which ap-
pear more difficult to converge, we apply up to 50 sweeps
and m = 2500. The results on different system sizes are
consistent with each other, so that we refrain from per-
forming a more detailed study varying the sweeping pro-
cedure etc. as discussed in Refs. 28, 29, and 34. We also
do not perform a finite-size scaling procedure in terms of
the cylinder circumference as performed, e.g., in Ref. 28
for kagome systems. Strictly speaking, we therefore can-
not make predictions for the behaviour in the true 2D
case. Instead, our strategy here is to focus on systems
with four legs and by carefully comparing energies as well
as local observables to pCUTs identify the mechanisms
leading to the interesting plateaus discussed in this pa-
per. Note that in our previous study Ref. 11, DMRG
results for 2D behaviour when applying PBC where dis-
cussed. There, we focused on ground-state energies at
finite magnetic fields, which are much easier to obtain
and so could lead to insights into the 2D behavior. Here,
we go beyond and obtain accurate results for local ob-
servables, however, restricting us to the aforementioned
configurations.











































































J’/J = 0.3 
J’/J = 0.6
J’/J = 0.67
FIG. 2. Magnetization M/Ms as a function of the magnetic
field h obtained with pCUT(+ED) and DMRG. First panel:
Results from pCUT(+CA). Inset shows magnetization profile
at M = 7/24. Second panel: Results from pCUT(+ED) on a
8× 4 with periodic (PBC) and open (OBC) boundary condi-
tions for J ′/J = 0.3 as well as J ′/J = 0.5 in the inset. Third
panel: DMRG results for systems with 8×4 and 16×4 dimers
for J ′/J = 0.3. Fourth panel: DMRG results for systems with
8× 4 dimers for various values of J ′/J .
IV. MAGNETIZATION CURVES
In Fig. 2 we present our results for the magnetisation
curves obtained with DMRG (pCUT(+ED)) for finite
systems with up to 64 (32) dimers for various values of
J ′/J . One observes plateaus at M = 1/8, M = 1/4, and
M = 1/2 with both methods and for different system
sizes. Most remarkably, the plateau at M = 1/8 is very
stable and grows with increasing J ′/J .
In contrast to the 2D case, there is no prominent
plateau with M = 1/3. This is well understood in terms
of the effective pCUT model, since the corresponding 2D
structure consisting of diagonal stripes on alternatively
vertical and horizontal dimers is energetically not favored
on the four-leg tube, since one has to pay large repulsive
interactions.
Additionally, there are many other plateau structures
which we mostly attribute to finite-size artifacts, since
the associated magnetization profile is not correspond-
ing to any regular structure and therefore specific for a
given cluster. One exception might be the existence of a
plateau around M ∼ 0.3. Here DMRG displays a broad
magnetization plateau. Additionally, we observe a very
stable plateau at M = 7/24 within pCUT(+CA) con-
taining similar features in the magnetization profiles (see
Fig. 2). Such a plateau has likely a conventional struc-
ture corresponding to a classical solution of the effective
model and we therefore do not focus on this plateau in
the following.
We will now focus on the sequence M = 1/8, M = 1/4,
and M = 1/2 where all our techniques display very reg-
ular structures. The magnetization profile of the plateau
at M = 1/2 is just the known and very well understood
one appearing also in the 2D Shastry-Sutherland model.
Here the magnetization is dominantly on one sublattice,
which is a consequence of the very large repulsive interac-
tion V1 between nearest-neighbor dimers. Consequently,
we do not focus on this plateau but we concentrate on the
specific magnetizations M = 1/8 and M = 1/4 for which
pCUT and DMRG allow a consistent and interesting in-
terpretation. Afterwards, we discuss the intermediate
regime between M = 1/8 and M = 1/4.
A. 1/8 plateau
A very robust structure found in DMRG is the one at
M = 1/8. In the following we analyze first this mag-
netization for a rather small value J ′/J = 0.3 where the
effective model derived by pCUT is fully converged. Here
we compare our findings by DMRG, pCUT(+CA/+ED),
and pCUTfinite(+ED) and we give the physical origin of
the observed structure. Afterwards, we discuss the prop-
erties of the 1/8 plateau as a function of J ′/J .
For the open tube with 64 dimers as shown in Fig. 3
for J ′/J = 0.3, DMRG finds a regular pattern of four
structures which we name wheels. In a wheel the mag-
















































FIG. 3. Local magnetization of the 1/8 plateau using DMRG.
Upper (lower left) panel corresponds to an open tube with 64
dimers (32 dimers) and J ′/J = 0.3 (J ′/J = 0.6). The diam-
eters of circles relate to the local magnetization which is also
given explicitly as numbers. Positive (negative) values denote
a local magnetization parallel (antiparallel) to the field direc-
tion. Lower right panel gives an illustration of the dominant
order-two correlated hopping processes t′ and t′′.
cal dimers around the tube so that each dimer contains
roughly half of the magnetization of a single triplet. The
total value of Sz in a wheel is therefore 2. Between wheels
there are two rows of dimers where almost no magneti-
zation is present leading to a unit cell of 16 dimers. The
same kind of structure is also found for open tubes with
16, 32, and 48 dimers having 1,2, and 3 wheels. It is
therefore very certain that this magnetization plateau
at M = 1/8 is present in the thermodynamic limit.
The energy per site is fully converged when comparing
different clusters and one obtains 
1/8
0 = −0.31924 J for
J ′/J = 0.3.
One should stress that the detected structure of the lo-
cal magnetization is very surprising. Naively, one expects
magnetization plateaus at low magnetizations which cor-
respond to crystals of single-triplon excitations being sta-
bilized by repulsive density-density interactions. One
such example can be seen with pCUT(+CA) displayed
in Fig. 4 for J ′/J = 0.3.
The classical structure with a unit cell of 24 dimers
has the energy per site 
1/8
0,cl = −0.31901 J at J ′/J = 0.3,
i.e. the energy is ∼ 2 · 10−4 J higher compared to the
one found by DMRG. The classical structure results from
minimizing density-density interactions, since it avoids
paying all repulsive interactions below order 6 as for the
classical structures for the 2D case19. In fact, it is inter-
esting to realize that the classical 1/8 structure found for
the four-leg tube is similar in spirit to the realized 1/9
plateau in 2D19.
Next we add quantum fluctuations on top of the clas-
sical solution to show that the energy difference to the
DMRG result cannot be explained this way. Quantum
fluctuations are induced in the effective model by kinetic
processes τj like hopping, correlated hopping, etc. . The
leading correction to the classical energy per site is calcu-
lated by summing over all contributions −τ2j /∆Ej where
FIG. 4. Illustration of the plateau with M = 1/8 obtained by
pCUT(+CA). Thin red (thick dark) lines correspond to empty
(filled) dimers. The most relevant two-particle interactions V ′3
and V6 are shown as grey/cyan dashed lines with arrows on
both sides pointing to the two involved filled dimers.
∆Ej is the energy difference between the energy of the
intermediate state after acting with the kinetic process τj
on the classical ground state and the energy E0,cl of the
classical state itself. This approach is fully controlled if
τ2j  ∆Ej for all j. For the rather small value J ′/J = 0.3
considered here, this is exactly the case, since the leading
perturbative order in J ′/J involved in all ∆Ej is lower
than the coresponding one in τ2j .
If one adds quantum fluctuations on top of the classical
structure, one finds that kinetic processes are never able
to explain the observed energy difference between DMRG
and the CA of the effective model, since the distance
between particles in the classical structures is already so
large that kinetic processes are not able to reduce the
energy sufficiently. Additionally, also the structure made
of single dressed triplons is clearly incompatible with the
magnetization profile deduced by DMRG. In conclusion,
the pCUT(+CA) is not able to reproduce the findings of
DMRG even for values of J ′/J where the effective model
is fully converged.
Therefore, it cannot be the (fully converged) effective
model derived by pCUTs which is problematic, but it
has to be the CA which fails. The CA is not able to
treat the correlated hopping processes well as we show
below. This becomes clear when solving the effective
model by ED on finite clusters so that quantum fluctua-
tions are taken into account exactly. The corresponding
results for J ′/J = 0.3 on clusters with 16 and 32 dimers
are shown in Fig 5. Most notably, the pCUT(+ED)
and pCUTfinite(+ED) are in agreement with DMRG:
one finds a regular pattern of wheels and the ground-
state energy per site −0.31924 J on an open cluster with
16 dimers is identical. In fact, the local magnetization
profile of pCUTfinite(+ED) and DMRG, which are per-
formed on the same cluster, are quantitatively the same.
For pCUT(+ED), where the ED is done on the effec-
tive model evaluated in the thermodynamic limit, one
observes the same pattern but more magnetization is
found at the edge of the cluster. This is mainly due
to the isotropic chemical potential which is the same on
all dimers in contrast to the finite-size approaches as ex-
plained in the method section.
What is the physical origin of these wheels? Since the


















































































FIG. 5. Local magnetization of the 1/8 plateau on an open
tube with 16 (left) 32 (right) dimers for J ′/J = 0.3 us-
ing DMRG (upper panel), pCUT(+ED) (middle panel), and
pCUTfinite(+ED) (lower panel). The diameters of circles re-
late to the local magnetization which is also given explicitly
as numbers. Positive (negative) values denote a local mag-
netization parallel (antiparallel) to the field direction. One
observes the realization of one (left) and two (right) quantum
wheels.
(ii) not realized in the CA, this structure has to come
from the perturbatively leading kinetic processes in the
effective pCUT model. The latter are correlated hopping
terms arising in order two perturbation theory, i.e. wheels
are two-particle objects.
Let us consider one pair of particles. In order to profit
from the leading correlated hopping processes t′ and t′′
(see also Appendix VIII and Fig. 3), particles should be
either next-nearest neighbors in a diagonal configuration
(t′) or nearest neighbors (t′ and t′′). The first configu-
ration is by far more attractive, since one does not need
to pay the large nearest-neighbor repulsion V1 arising in
leading order perturbation theory. In contrast, the repul-
sive density-density interaction over the diagonal V2 is a
third-order process and therefore small as long as J ′/J
is small. Nevertheless, this interaction is larger than the
ones appearing in the classical structures and a classi-
cal plateau of particles being in a diagonal configuration
does not represent the classical energy minimum.
One therefore has to maximize quantum fluctuations
due to correlated hopping. This is done by taking the
four low-energy states with energy El1/8 = 2µ + V2
where two particles are next-nearest neighbors on adja-
cent rows. Each of the four states can fluctuate to two
states where both particles are nearest neighbors with
energy Eh1/8 = 2µ+ V1 due to the correlated hopping t
′.
In total, this leads to the finite matrix
El1/8 0 0 0 +t
′ +t′ 0 0
0 El1/8 0 0 0 0 +t
′ +t′
0 0 El1/8 0 0 −t′ −t′ 0
0 0 0 El1/8 −t′ 0 0 −t′
+t′ 0 0 −t′ Eh1/8 0 0 0
+t′ 0 −t′ 0 0 Eh1/8 0 0
0 +t′ −t′ 0 0 0 Eh1/8 0
0 +t′ 0 −t′ 0 0 0 Eh1/8

(4)



















(V1 − V2)2 + 16t′2 . (5)
The corresponding eigenvector is a highly entangled two-
particle bound state. Both particles are with the same
probability in one of the four low-energy states and the
density is approximately 1/2 on all four vertical dimers
inside the wheel for J ′/J = 0.3 just as observed in the
magnetization profile deduced by DMRG.
If one assumes the interactions between wheels to be
zero (which is almost the case as shown below), then the























Interestingly, one finds the energy per spin

1/8
0,wheel ≈ −0.31918 J for J ′/J = 0.3 in good agree-
ment with DMRG. Note that we have checked that all
other quantum fluctuations do not alter this result sig-
nificantly. Most importantly, the order-three expansion
of 
1/8
0,wheel remains correct in the thermodynamic limit
for the full crystal of wheels.
The astonishing agreement between the extrapolated
energy from DMRG and the single-wheel calculation pre-
sented above is only possible if the interaction between
wheels of the 1/8 plateau is negligible. This is indeed the
case: First, the ground-state energy per spin in DMRG
of ν wheels is almost identical to ν times the single-wheel
energy of a 16-dimer cluster which demands the interac-
tions between wheels to be close to zero. Second, assum-
ing the density of particles on verticle dimers in a wheel to
be roughly 1/2, the interactions between two neighboring
wheels to be paid only involve repulsive density-density
interactions in the effective model starting at least in or-
der 6 perturbation theory giving a neglible energy cost.
Altogether, we found quantitative agreement between

























FIG. 6. Local magnetization of the 1/4 plateau on an open
tube with 64 dimers using DMRG. One observes the super-
position of four diagonal stripes. Upper (lower) panel corre-
sponds to J ′/J = 0.3 (J ′/J = 0.6). The diameters of circles
relate to the local magnetization which is also given explicitly
as numbers. Positive (negative) values denote a local magne-
tization parallel (antiparallel) to the field direction.
decoupled wheels in a 16-dimer unit cell. Each wheel is
a two-particle bound state which is stabilized by corre-
lated hopping. It is therefore reasonable that the crystal
of wheels becomes more stable with increasing J ′/J , since
the delocalization of the two particles due to correlated
hopping is even enhanced along the wheels. This is con-
firmed by DMRG (see also Fig. 3). One observes well
defined wheels in a broad range of parameters J ′/J and
the width of the 1/8 magnetization plateau increases for
large values of J ′/J .
B. 1/4 plateau
Next we discuss the second prominent plateau of the
four-leg Shastry-Sutherland model which is the one at
M = 1/4. The DMRG finds consistently a magnetiza-
tion profile shown in Fig. 6 for an open cluster with 64
dimers for J ′/J = 0.3, where the magnetization is al-
most distributed uniformly among all horizontal dimers.
The corresponding energy per site is 
1/4
0 = −0.26281 J
for J ′/J = 0.3. If one increases the ratio J ′/J to 0.6,
the overall structure is similar except that the magneti-
zation is transferred more prominently from horizontal
to vertical dimers.
As for the 1/8 plateau, the DMRG result is not ex-
plained within pCUT(+CA) which is shown in Fig. 7.
One finds a classical structure with a 24-dimer unit
cell where single particles are far apart in order
to minimize repulsive interactions. Its energy per
FIG. 7. Illustration of the plateau with M = 1/4 obtained by
pCUT(+CA). Thin red (thick dark) lines correspond to empty
(filled) dimers. The most relevant two-particle interactions
V2, V4, V
′
3 , and V7 are shown as grey/cyan dashed lines with
arrows on both sides pointing to the two involved filled dimers.
spin is 
1/4
0,cl = −0.26222 J at J ′/J = 0.3 and therefore
∼ 6 · 10−4 J higher in energy compared to DMRG. In
contrast to the classical 1/8 structure, the one at 1/4
involves two density-density interactions of type V2 per
unit cell and quantum fluctuations induced by the dom-
inant order-two correlated hopping t′ can overcome half
of this energy difference. Nevertheless, there remain dis-
crepancies with respect to energy and with respect to the
magnetization profile which cannot be resolved. Conse-
quently, there must a different structure behind the ob-
served 1/4 plateau.
In the following we show that the 1/4 plateau corre-
sponds to a diagonal stripe which winds around the tube
as illustrated in Fig. 8, i.e. the translational symmetry is
broken in the thermodynamic limit and a single stripe is
realized which is dressed by quantum fluctuations. We
call such a structure semi-classical, since its energy rep-
resents a local minimum within pCUT(+CA) which be-
comes the true ground state when adding leading quan-
tum fluctuations inside the effective pCUT model. The
particles are placed on vertical dimers in the thermody-
namic limit, since the chemical potential is slightly lower
compared to horizontal dimers. Such a diagonal stripe
costs dominantly one interaction V2 for each particle and




Interestingly, quantum fluctuations induced by corre-
lated hopping lower the classical energy of the diagonal
stripe significantly such that this structure is indeed re-
alized in the four-leg Shastry-Sutherland model. Each
particle on a vertical dimer of a stripe can use the dom-
inant order-two correlated hopping process t′ to fluctu-
ate to the horizontal dimers below and above the stripe.
Again, in the intermediate state one has to pay the inter-
action V1 for particles being nearest neighbors. Summing
over these fluctuation channels in order t′2/∆E, as for
the 1/8 plateau, one gets an energy reduction per spin
of approximately −8t′2/32V1 = −(J ′/J)3/32, since there
are 8 fluctuation channels in the 32-spin unit cell. This




















8FIG. 8. Illustration of one semi-classical stripe on vertical
dimers relevant for M = 1/4. Thin red (thick dark) lines
correspond to empty (filled) dimers. The most relevant two-
particle interactions V2 and V5 are shown as grey/cyan dashed
lines with arrows on both sides pointing to the two involved
filled dimers. Each particle of the stripe can fluctuate by
the dominant order-two correlated hopping process t′ to the
closest horizontal dimers above and below the stripe which is
sketched for the particle in the second row.
which gives −0.26283 J for J ′/J = 0.3 in very good
agreement with DMRG.
Up to now we have considered the symmetry-broken
state in the thermodynamic limit. On a finite open clus-
ter, there are four equivalent diagonal stripes and the
ground state is a symmetric superposition of the four
states. As a consequence, the densities on all dimers of
the stripes have to be the same. This is exactly what we
find using the pCUT(+ED) approach on clusters with 16
and 32 dimers as displayed in the middle panel of Fig. 9
for J ′/J = 0.3.
As mentioned above, DMRG finds a similar magneti-
zation profile up to the fact that the role of vertical and
horizontal dimers is interchanged (see also upper panel
of Fig. 9). Exactly the same kind of pattern is also
deduced with pCUTfinite(+ED) as shown in the lower
panel of Fig. 9. The reason of this discrepancy between
the finite-size calculations of the full Shastry-Sutherland-
Model (DMRG/pCUTfinite(+ED)) and the finite-size ED
of the effective model derived by pCUT in the thermo-
dynamic limit lies in the different chemical potentials as
discussed already in the method section.
In the pCUT(+ED), the chemical potential of a par-
ticle on a vertical dimer is slightly lower than the one
for a particle on a horizontal dimer. Therefore, particles
are placed on vertical dimers. In contrast, although the
same effect is present for pCUTfinite(+ED) in the bulk of
the finite cluster, the chemical potential for particles on
horizontal dimers is lower on the edge of the cluster com-
pared to the corresponding one on vertical dimers. Since
this energy difference is very large, it is natural to place
particles on horizontal dimers when treating the four-leg
Shastry-Sutherland tube on finite clusters.
Altogether, we find very strong evidence for a M = 1/4
magnetization plateau which corresponds to a semi-
classical diagonal stripe winding around the tube. As for
the plateau at M = 1/8, correlated hopping is essential
































































FIG. 9. Local magnetization of the 1/4 plateau on an open
tube with 16 (left) 32 (right) dimers for J ′/J = 0.3 us-
ing DMRG (upper panel), pCUT(+ED) (middle panel), and
pCUTfinite(+ED) (lower panel). The diameters of circles re-
late to the local magnetization which is also given explicitly
as numbers. Positive (negative) values denote a local magne-
tization parallel (antiparallel) to the field direction.
C. Intermediate regime
The magnetization plateaus at M = 1/8 and M = 1/4
are robust features for the four-leg Shastry-Sutherland
tube and we were able to find a consistent description be-
tween DMRG, pCUTfinite(+ED), and pCUT(+ED). One
may expect additional structures in between these two
plateaus as well as between 1/4 and 1/2.
In the latter region, we find some signatures for
plateaus, but these are either difficult to pin down or
resemble classical structures. Here, we prefer therefore
to focus onto the region M < 1/4 and leave this region
of the magnetization curve for future studies.
For the regime 1/8 < M < 1/4 it is also very difficult
for the techniques applied by us to fully resolve the mag-
netization curve. Nevertheless, we would like to argue
i) against the stability of three-particle wheels but ii) in
favor of a plateau at M = 3/16 which again benefits from
correlated hopping.
Since wheels of the 1/8 plateau contain 2 particles
and the diagonal stripe of the 1/4 plateau has 4 par-
ticles in a unit cell, one might wonder whether one can
construct a magnetization profile with three particles in
a unit cell. The first idea is to create the analogue of
a wheel, i.e. a highly entangled superposition of states
where three particles build stripes in three subsequent
rows as sketched in the upper panel of Fig. 10. Indeed,
9FIG. 10. The upper panel illustrates a crystal of three-particle
wheels having M = 1/8. Wheels are highlighted by black
boxes. The lower panel shows a plateau with M = 3/16
consisting of a classical M = 1/8 diamond structure which
is doped by a third particle in each unit cell which delocal-
ize around the tube by correlated hopping. Thin red (thick
dark) lines correspond to empty (filled) dimers. Delocalized
particles are sketched as thick dark lines of half length.
there are several low-energy configurations of three par-
ticles on vertical dimers so that i) only interactions V2
have to be paid and ii) the dominant order-two corre-
lated hopping can act. If a crystal of such three-particle
wheels should be realized in the thermodynamic limit,
then the interactions between neighboring wheels must
be very small. This implies three empty rows in order
to avoid paying the dominant repulsions V1 and V3. As
a consequence, the interaction between wheels is essen-
tially zero. One can then use pCUT(+ED) on a single
12-dimer cluster to get the energy per spin −0.31912 J for
J ′/J = 0.3 in the thermodynamic limit for this structure
with M = 1/8. This crystal of three-particle wheels is
therefore not realized in the four-leg Shastry-Sutherland
tube, since its energy is larger than the corresponding
one of two-particle wheels discussed above. Physically,
the relatively large energy of three-particle wheels com-
pared to two-particle wheels comes mainly from larger
energy costs due to strong repulsive density-density in-
teractions between the three particles inside the entan-
gled wheel. Indeed, there is a large particle density on
nearest-neighbor vertical dimers such that one has to pay
the large interaction V3.
Next we discuss a crystal with magnetization
M = 3/16 which is a promising candidate for the inter-
mediate regime between 1/8 and 1/4, at least for not too
large values of J ′/J . The corresponding structure bene-
fits again from correlated hopping, but at the same time
it displays features of a classical plateau (see lower panel
of Fig. 10). One builds a classical M = 1/8 structure
having a unit cell of 16 dimers so that one pays only
V5 interactions. This classical structure is the analogue
of the M = 1/8 plateau with a diamond unit cell dis-
cussed for the 2D Shastry-Sutherland model19. Now the
third particle is doped inside each unit cell so that it can
fully delocalize on two vertical dimers of the same row
resulting in a structure with M = 3/16. For small val-
ues of J ′/J , there are i) very small energy costs between
classical particles having no doped particles in between,
ii) the doped particle completely delocalizes around the
tube due to correlated hopping building a single-particle
wheel, and iii) each classical particle has one fluctuation
channel benefitting from the dominant order-two corre-
lated hopping process as illustrated in the lower panel of
Fig. 10.
One can estimate the energy per spin of such a 3/16
plateau for small values of J ′/J . We therefore take the
two low-energy states with an energy El3/16 = 3µ + 2V2
where three particles are located in diagonal stripes ori-
ented from left down to right up in the lower part of the
tube or from left up to right down in the upper part of the
tube. Furthermore, there are six high-energy states. Two
states (four states) with an energy Eh13/16 = 3µ+ V1 + V5
(Eh23/16 = 3µ+V1 +V2 +V4) where the inner (outer) par-
ticle(s) hops due to the correlated hopping process t′. In
total, one finds the finite matrix
El3/16 0 t
′ t′ +t′ +t′ 0 0
0 El3/16 t
′ t′ 0 0 +t′ +t′
t′ t′ Eh13/16 0 0 0 0 0
t′ t′ 0 Eh13/16 0 0 0 0
+t′ 0 0 0 Eh23/16 0 0 0
+t′ 0 0 0 0 Eh23/16 0 0
0 +t′ 0 0 0 0 Eh23/16 0
0 +t′ 0 0 0 0 0 Eh23/16

(8)





















As for the other plateaus with M = 1/8 and M = 1/4 we
observe strong binding effects due to correlated hopping.
Setting J ′/J = 0.3, one obtains 3/160 = −0.29116 J .
Let us investigate whether this plateau with M = 3/16
is realized in the magnetization curve by comparing it to
the plateaus at M = 1/8 and M = 1/4. In the limit
of small J ′/J , this can be done via the order-three se-
ries of the ground-state energy per spin which we have
given for all three plateaus. If one defines the magneti-
zations Mn(h) = 
n
0 − nh with n ∈ {1/8, 3/16, 1/4} as a
function of the magnetic field h, then crossings between
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two structures signal first-order phase transitions. In the
present case one finds that the transition between 1/8 and
3/16 takes place at 1/2− (1/2)(J ′/J)2 − (1/4)(J ′/J)3
while the one between 3/16 and 1/4 happens at
1/2− (1/2)(J ′/J)2 − (1/16)(J ′/J)3. Here we have set
J = 1. Consequently, the plateau at M = 3/16 is al-
ways realized in the limit of small J ′/J with a width
(3/64)(J ′/J)3 assuming no other phase not considered
here is favored.
Since this M = 3/16 structure has the same 16-dimer
unit cell as the two-particle wheel with M = 1/8 and
the diagonal stripe with M = 1/4, one can also compare
these plateaus on the same cluster to see which mag-
netization is present in the magnetization curve. The
DMRG on open clusters of 32 and 64 dimers does not
observe this plateau. The reason is again the very large
chemical potential on vertical dimers at the edge of the
clusters which makes this structure energetically disfa-
vored. This is different for pCUT(+ED) which realizes
this M = 3/16 structure for J ′/J = 0.3 on the 32-dimer
cluster with open and periodic boundary conditions (see
Fig. 2 and Fig. 11). One finds exactly the same ground-
state energy per spin −0.29116 J for pCUT(+ED) on the
periodic 32-dimer cluster strongly confirming the above
considerations.
We also performed DMRG on the same 32-dimer clus-
ter using periodic boundary conditions. The correspond-
ing local magnetization is shown in Fig. 11.
By applying 50 sweeps in the DMRG and keeping up to
m=2500 states, we find a homogeneous solution with an
energy −0.29115 J only slightly higher than the one given
above. Nevertheless, the periodic boundary conditions
applied here make it more difficult to converge. Indeed,
we find that the values of the local magnetizations can
vary by up to 3 · 10−3 on equivalent sites,
which is a considerably larger difference than in the
presence of open boundary conditions and can be used
as an error estimate for the convergence of the calcula-
tion with periodic boundary conditions. Interestingly,
the structure looks very similar to the one found by
pCUT(+ED) except that the role of vertical and hori-
zontal dimers is interchanged. The DMRG result on this
cluster looks like a state where effectively four particles
build a classical 1/8 plateau with diamond unit cell on
horizontal dimers while the remaining two particles delo-
calize via correlated hopping horizontally. From the con-
siderations above, it is reasonable that such a state has
also a very low energy for this cluster which is slightly
above the true ground state. We expect that the en-
ergy difference between these two states increases with
increasing system size, since particles delocalizing hori-
zontally in the same row have to pay repulsive interac-
tions. As a consequence, it might be easier for the DMRG
to resolve this structure, in which the vertical dimers are
polarized, on larger systems.
Interestingly, the plateau at M = 3/16 is not present
within pCUT(+ED) for a larger ratio J ′/J = 0.5. Phys-









































FIG. 11. Local magnetization of the 3/16 plateau on a tube
with 32 dimers for J ′/J = 0.3 using DMRG (upper panel)
with periodic boundary conditions and pCUT(+ED) (lower
panel). The diameters of circles relate to the local magne-
tization which is also given explicitly as numbers. Positive
(negative) values denote a local magnetization parallel (an-
tiparallel) to the field direction.
elements of a classical plateau and a highly entangled
one-particle wheel, does not benefit as much from cor-
related hopping with increasing J ′/J as the two-particle
wheel with M = 1/8 (see Fig. 2).
V. IMPLICATIONS FOR 2D
In this section we discuss how our findings for the
quasi-2D Shastry-Sutherland tube relate to the physics
of the two-dimensional Shastry-Sutherland model which
is believed to be a good microscopic model for the frus-
trated quantum magnet SrCu(BO3)2. To this end we fo-
cus on the dominant plateaus at M = 1/8 and M = 1/4,
since the plateau at M = 3/16 is only present for small
J ′/J in the tube while the origin of the M = 1/2 is
anyway not debated.
A. M = 1/8
Let us start with the interesting plateau at M = 1/8 of
the four-leg Shastry-Sutherland tube consisting of highly
entangled wheels oriented transverse to the tube direc-
tion. Each 16-dimer unit cell contains one wheel where
two particles are essentially delocalized over the inner
four vertical dimers.
This plateau is certainly specific to the tube geome-
try. Indeed, due to the finite transverse extension a finite
number of triplons in one wheel is sufficient to construct






























































FIG. 12. Local magnetization of the 1/8 plateau on a four-leg
system with 64 dimers for J ′/J = 0.3 using open boundary
conditions in both directions obtained by DMRG. The diam-
eters of circles relate to the local magnetization which is also
given explicitly as numbers. Positive (negative) values de-
note a local magnetization parallel (antiparallel) to the field
direction.
for the four-leg tube to fully delocalize the two triplons
in such a wheel in order to benefit maximally from cor-
related hopping.
Now imagine we increase the number of legs Nlegs of
the tube up to infinity which corresponds to the two-
dimensional case. If one creates the same kind of state as
above, i.e. we take a rectangular unit cell of size 4×Nlegs
which contains two delocalized triplons, one obtains a
magnetization 2/(4Nlegs) which decreases gradually with
Nlegs. ForNlegs = 6, one then expects a similar plateau at
M = 1/12, for Nlegs = 8 one has a plateau at M = 1/16,
and so on. But in the limit Nlegs →∞ this kind of state
corresponds to a zero-density state and is thus irrelevant
for the two-dimensional system.
Nevertheless, we would like to stress that although the
wheels are specific to the tube geometry, the mechanism,
which stabilizes the wheels, is very likely relevant for the
2D Shastry-Sutherland model. Indeed, the recently dis-
covered crystals of bound states for the 2D problem23
have exactly the same quantum numbers as our crystal
of wheels, i.e. in both systems two-particle bound states
with Sztot = 2 are found. It is therefore tempting to inter-
pret the pinwheel structures in 2D as two particles gain-
ing kinetic energy due to correlated hopping processes.
Furthermore, we observe similar pinwheel structures also
in the four-leg system when applying open boundary con-
ditions to the both direction (see Fig. 12). While we leave
a detailed study of this case to future studies, this finding
again indicates that our physical picture obtained for the
four-leg Shastry-Surtherland tube is likely of relevance
for the full 2D case.
B. M = 1/4
For M = 1/4, we find that correlated hopping sta-
bilizes a semiclassical structure consisting of a diagonal
stripe which wraps around the tube. This structure does
not correspond to the classical solution. Quantum fluc-
tuations induced by correlated hopping are essential to
lower the energy of this structure.
Interestingly, such diagonal stripes have been proposed
for the M = 1/4 plateau of the two-dimensional model
as well as for the experimental findings for the com-
pound SrCu(BO3)2
10,11,18,23, but no microscopic mecha-
nism was yet deduced for this structure, e.g. no plateau
at M = 1/4 has been found in Ref. 19, where the classi-
cal limit of the effective two-dimensional model has been
investigated in detail. Our microscopic results for the
four-leg Shastry-Sutherland tube indicate that this dis-
crepancy is due to neglecting quantum fluctuations in-
duced by correlated hopping. Furthermore, we expect
that the energy per site of the M = 1/4 plateau on the
tube should be very close to the one of the correspond-
ing two-dimensional structure. The reason is that the
two-dimensional structure fits perfectly on the four-leg
tube geometry and virtual fluctuations feeling the finite
transverse extension of the tube are clearly of subleading
order.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the magnetization pro-
cess of a four-leg Shastry-Sutherland tube by DMRG,
pCUT(+CA/+ED), and pCUTfinite(+ED). Most impor-
tantly, we have identified unconventional magnetization
plateaus at M = 1/8 and M = 1/4 which do not corre-
spond to classical structures of frozen triplons. In all
cases quantum fluctuations induced by correlated hop-
ping processes of triplons are essential. We stress that
both plateaus are stable in a broad range of parameters.
The nature of the two plateaus is strikingly different.
The plateau at M = 1/4 is understood semi-classically by
a diagonal stripe of triplons wrapping around the tube.
It is this structure which benefits most from correlated
hopping. In contrast, the low-magnetization plateau at
M = 1/8 consists of highly entangled transverse wheels
where each wheel contains a two-triplon bound state
which fully delocalizes around the tube.
The intermediate regimes between M = 1/8 and
M = 1/4 as well as the one between M = 1/4 and
M = 1/2 are very demanding to pinpoint. Here one
is facing the problem that different structures with al-
ready large unit cells may build super-structures with
even larger unit cells which are very hard to treat by any
theoretical method. We think it might be an interesting
option to use DMRG or other variational tools directly
on the effective model derived by pCUT in order to tackle
this question at least in the limit of small J ′/J where the
effective model is fully converged. At the same time this
may shed light on the appearance of pair superfluids at
very low magnetizations or supersolid phases in the in-
termediate regimes. Indeed, correlated hopping is known
to be able to stabilize such phases14,36–38.
Our work shows that correlated hopping processes, or
more generally quantum fluctuations, are important also
for the two-dimensional case. This aspect is very likely
the reason between the discrepancies of the pCUT(+CA)
approach used in Ref. 19 finding magnetization plateaus
of single triplons and the recently discovered sequence of
12
magnetization plateaus of two-particle bound states23.
It is therefore not the effective model derived by pCUT
which fails for the crystal of bound states, but it is clearly
the CA which is not able to treat correlated hopping pro-
cesses well as we have seen impressively for the Shastry-
Sutherland four-leg tube.
Altogether, our study of the four-leg Shastry-
Sutherland tube reveals that the character of magneti-
zation plateaus can indeed be given by delocalized struc-
tures of multiple triplons which are stabilized by exotic
quantum fluctuations, as e.g. correlated hopping. It will
be intriguing to search for such effects in further systems.
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VIII. APPENDIX
In this appendix we give the series expansions of the most relevant amplitudes of the effective pCUT model. One-
body operators (two-body operators) are calculated up to order 15 (14) in the parameter x ≡ J ′/J . Note that we
have set J = 1 in all expressions.
A. One-body operators
In the following we show the series expansions for the chemical potential on vertical and horizontal dimers as well
as the hopping over the diagonal:




























































































































(−1,1). In the main body of the paper we often use µ for the chemical potenzial on
all dimers which reflects the fact that tv(0,0) and t
h
(0,0) only differ in order 10.
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B. Two-body density-density interactions



























































































































































































































































































All other density-density interactions appear in at least order 6 or higher.
C. Correlated hopping
The type of correlated hopping called t′ in the main body of the text is given by:
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